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other hand, the nonlinear control techniques have inherent
mathematical and structural complexities. Moreover, due to
highly time varying nature of power system the control
must be able to adapt the changes in the system, almost
instantaneously. In [9], Dash et al. used nonlinear TSK
for damping power system oscillations using FACTS. They
proposed that nonlinear function in consequent part of
conventional TSK can signiﬁcantly improve the controller
performance. However, the performance of the proposed
control has not been checked in terms of series of faults
occurring in the system at different time instants. Moreover,
conventional NeuroFuzzy structure with ﬁxed parameters
architecture cannot ensure the online training of the network
and thus perform well only at a speciﬁc operating point.
This paper presents a wavelet based online adaptive NeuroFuzzy supplementary damping control (SDC) to improve
the transient and steady-state stability of the power system
by incorporating wavelet NNs in the consequent part of
CAFNN. Different structures of Fuzzy wavelet NNs have
been proposed in literature. They have vast application
horizon due to their fast learning and control capability
for nonlinear dynamic systems [10-12]. The wavelet NNs
proposed so far in literature can mainly be divided into
two types. One type of wavelet networks utilizes continuous
wavelet basis in its hidden layer as activation functions while
the other uses discrete.
In case of continuous wavelet function NNs both the dilation
and translation parameters can be modiﬁed in addition
to the weights of the output layer, whereas, in discrete
wavelets NNs only weights of ﬁnal layer can be modiﬁed.
The control of both dilation and translation parameters, in
case of continuous wavelet functions, causes the change in
scale which can increase the computational burden in large
dimensional problems. To evade this problem wavelet NNs
were combined with fuzzy systems known as fuzzy wavelet
NNs [13]. The main objective of this article is:
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applied to single machine inﬁnite bus system (SMIB) and
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Low frequency oscillation, ranging from 0.2 to 3 Hz, is an
inherent phenomenon in large interconnected power systems.
The immediate solution to this problem is the installation of
a power system stabilizer or some automatic voltage regulator [1]. But due to the simplicity, linearity and local control
of these devices their installation is not much effective in
multivariable, highly nonlinear power system. Therefore,
efforts are being made to control these oscillations through
transmission side as well which lead to the emergence of
FACTS controllers. Static Synchronous Series Compensator
(SSSC) is a power electronic based controller of FACTS
family which has the proven ability of controlling the power
ﬂow on a line and stability enhancement as being widely
used and discussed in literature [2-4]. The role of auxiliary
stabilizing signal, the choice of the controller input signal,
effect of mode of operation, degree of compensation and
optimal location of SSSC has been discussed in [5-8].
SSSC can be used to damp power system oscillations
using supplementary damping control. Most of the proposed
control schemes for oscillations damping control like PID,
eigenvalue assignment, pole placement, mathematical programming etc. are linear in nature and do not provide good
control over wide range of operating conditions. On the
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•

to present an Adaptive NeuroFuzzy Wavelet Network
(ANFWN) based SDC for SSSC to damp local and
inter-area modes of oscillation.

•

to compare the results of the proposed algorithm with

those of a conventional TSK fuzzy controller.
to study the performance of the two approaches for
different operating conditions and disturbances.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows; section II
gives the mathematical model of power system installed with
SSSC. The control system is designed in section III. The
details of test systems and simulation results are presented
and discussed in section IV and ﬁnally section V concludes
the ﬁndings of this research.
•

II. P OWER S YSTEM I NSTALLED

WITH

SSSC

SSSC is a series compensating FACTS controller which
controls the power ﬂow on a transmission line by injecting
a controllable series voltage in quadrature with the line
current. In this way, it emulates an inductive or capacitive
reactance [8]. The controller can be made to operate in either
mode of operation by varying the magnitude and phase of
the injected voltage. During post-fault conditions the injected
reference voltage deviates from its reference value, therefore,
an auxiliary damping signal is introduced to adjust the bus
voltage magnitude at its reference value. That is, the control
must drive the SSSC modulation index m and the phase
angle φ to the desired value in order to regulate the injected
voltage of the series converter, via internal control.
Let I  θ be the current ﬂowing through line then the converter output voltage in phasor form is given by,
V conv = mkVDC  ψs

Figure 1: Power system with SSSC

solving for the admittance matrix of power system reduced
at generator nodes and installed with SSSC.
I g = C Y V tg + C o V conv
Where,
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Where, Y 11 and Y 22 are the admittances after the installation of SSSC.
III. ANFWN BASED CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
Fig. 2 shows the closed-loop structure of the system.
Here, Ξτ ∈ {ds dis ∪ dl dis } is the disturbance applied to
the system, represents the set of small disturbances and is
the set of large disturbances. τ = 1, 2, , p, where, p is the
total number of disturbances. The proposed control scheme
is model free direct adaptive control based on controller
output matching method. The relative output error and its
derivative are taken as inputs to the control block. Plant
includes the power system along with SSSC and its internal
control. The proposed ANFWN is a modiﬁed version of the
conventional TSK structure by incorporating the wavelets in
the consequent part. The Morelet wavelet function is chosen
for this purpose and is given by,

(3)

Where, xΣ is the total reactance of the system including
the line reactance and SSSC. Using (1), (3) and sixth-order
generator model with q-axis leading d-axis the generator
current, in dq components, can be written as;
=
=

=

and

3mk
VDC
dVDC
=
[id cos ψs + iq sin ψs ] −
(2)
dt
2C
CRDC
Fig. 1 shows SSSC installed on a line between nodes i and
j and its supplementary damping control setup. Let V 1 and
V 2 be the sending and receiving end voltages, respectively.
In case of SMIB test system, V 1 and V 2 are the machine
and inﬁnite bus voltages, respectively.
The generator terminal voltage in phasor form is given by,

Id

CY

(1)

Where, ψs = θ + φ. Here, φ is the ﬁring angle, m is
the modulation index and k is a constant deﬁning the
relationship between converter AC and DC side voltages [5].
The DC side voltage can be calculated by law of power
conservation and is given as;

V tg = jI xΣ + V conv + V 2

(6)

(Eq − V2 cos δ − mkVDC sin ψs )/(xΣ + xd )(4)
(V2 sin δ − mkVDC cos ψs )/(xΣ + xq )
(5)

ϕj (xi ) = cos(5qj )e−
x −b

q2
j
2

(7)

Where, qj = iaj j . Here, aj and bj are the dilation and
translation factors of the wavelet, respectively, and is the

In case of multi-machine system, the generator current, in
network coordinates, can be written in the following form by
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Figure 2: Closed-loop system structure

ith input to the network. Morelet wavelet function is a nonorthogonal function of Gaussian probability density function
and cosine function with most of the energy concentrated in
the vicinity of origin.
The antecedent part uses Gaussian membership function to
describe the input linguistic variable. T − norm product
operator is used to calculate the strength of each rule. The
Gaussian membership function for ith input and jth rule is
given by,
−

℘j (xi ) = e

(xi −hij )2
ς2
ij

Figure 3: Adaptive NeuroFuzzy wavelet architecture

and the strength of each rule is computed using (9) in layer
3. Layer 4 is the consequent layer which contains wavelet
NNs in each processing node and basically works in parallel
with layer 2. The output of this layer is calculated using (11).
Layer 5 is the product layer which multiplies the outputs of
layer 2 and layer 4. Finally, the defuzziﬁcation is carried out
in layer 6 using (10).

(8)

The proposed multiple-input-single-output (MISO) network
architecture is based on IF THEN rules of the following
generalized form,
Rj : If x1j is ℘1j and x2j is ℘2j · · · xmj is ℘mj then yj = ζj

Here, Rj denotes the jth fuzzy rule, xij is the ith input
to the jth fuzzy rule, such that i = 1, 2, · · · , m with m
being the total number of inputs.
μj = T [℘1 ℘2 ℘3 · · · ℘n ]

A. Parameters Update Algorithm
Gradient descent based back-propagation learning algorithm is used for parameters adaptation, by minimizing the
following cost function;

(9)

Where, μj is the ﬁring strength of jth rule and n is the
number of membership functions in a rule.
The ﬁnal output of the network is given by,
u=

n
i=1 μi ζi
n
i=1 μi

= Ψ

Where,  = [1 2 3 · · · n ] and i =

h̄
1
(ŷ − y)2 + u2
(12)
2
2
Where, ŷ and y are the desired and actual outputs of the
plant, respectively. ‘u’ is the control output. The cost function is used to get optimal results for control performance
with minimum control effort. The parameters update law is
given as;
E=

(10)
μi

n

i=1

μi

known

as fuzzy basis functions (FBFn). Ψ = [ζ1 ζ2 ζ3 · · · ζn ]
is the output of the wavelet network. The wavelet network
consists of three layers; the input layer, hidden wavelet layer
and the output layer. The κth output of the network is given
as,

Φ(t + 1) = Φ(t) + ΔΦ(t) + λ(Φ(t) − Φ(t − 1))

∂E
, Φ = [hij ςij aij bij wij ] is the
Where, ΔΦ(t) = −η ∂Φ
adaptation parameters vector and η is the learning rate. λ
is the momentum term which guarantees the stability of the
algorithm and speeds up the convergence.
The differential is simpliﬁed by using the following chain
rule of calculus.


∂E ∂y
∂u
∂E
=
+ h̄u
(14)
∂Φ
∂y ∂u
∂Φ

m

ζκ = wκ

ϕκ (xi )

(13)

(11)

i=1

Where, wκ ’s are the weights of the output layer.
The overall network architecture is shown in Fig. 3 and can
mainly be divided in two parts i.e. the antecedent and the
consequent part. Antecedent part includes layer 1, layer 2
and layer 3, whereas, the consequent part consists of layer
4-layer 6.
Layer 1 is the input layer which takes the input and passes it
to layer 2. The input vector is fuzziﬁed in layer 2 using (8)

∂e
= −e, where, e = ŷ − y is the error
Such that ∂y
input to the control system such that ŷ and y represent the
desired and actual outputs of the plant, respectively. The
conﬁguration shown in Fig. 2 is based on direct adaptation
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method to eliminate the need of plant model. Using direct
∂y
= 1
output matching method it can be assumed that ∂u
[14]. Therefore, the parameters can be updated using the
following chain rules;
∂E
∂hij

=

∂E
∂ςij

=

∂E
∂aiκ
∂E
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∂E
∂wiκ

ec
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Figure 4: SMIB test system

(17)

A. Case-I: SMIB Nominal Loading
SMIB test system is considered basically to validate the
performance of the proposed controller for local mode of
oscillation. The test system used for simulations is shown
in Fig. 4. The detail of system parameters can be found
in [15]. The operating condition for nominal loading is
P0 = 0.75p.u. and δ0 = 20.20 . A three cycles, 3-ϕ, selfclearing fault is applied at the middle of one of the lines
connecting buses B3 and B4, at t=0.5 s. This severe fault
remains on the system for 0.05 s and then restores the system
to its original condition. The performance comparison of
both control techniques for this type of fault is shown in
Fig. 5. The plots in Figs. 5(a)-(c) are the speed deviation
(Δω); load angle (δ) and real power ﬂow on transmission
line, measured at bus B4 (PL ). It is clear from these results
that ANFWN control has good performance as compared to
no control and CAFNN cases in terms of settling time and
overshoot.

(18)
(19)
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− h̄u .
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(23)

B. Case-II: SMIB Heavy Loading
(24)

The robustness of the controller is further veriﬁed by
changing the loading condition from nominal to heavy
loading. The operating condition for this case is P0 = 1
p.u. and δ0 = 24.740 . The applied fault type and duration is
same as discussed for the case of nominal loading. In this
case, application of this severe fault causes the system to lose
synchronism. The simulation results for this contingency are
shown in Figs. 6(a)-(c). It can be seen from these ﬁgures
that ANFWN has better damping performance as compared
to CAFNN.

κ=1
n

Where, ρκ = ec μκ wκ / κ=1 μκ .
The ﬁnal update equations can be found using (12). The
update parameters are initialized randomly in the interval [0
1]. The learning rate of the ANFWN is adjusted adaptively
following the trend in relative error deviation. If the error
deviation is negative the value of learning rate is decreased,
whereas, increased in case of positive error deviation, to
guarantee the stability of the system [12].
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

C. Case-III: Multimachine Test System under Series of
Faults

In order to validate the performance of the proposed
network for local and inter-area modes of oscillation, SMIB
and a four-machine, two-area power system is considered.
The simulations are carried out at 100 MVA base. The number of inputs to the fuzzy control system and membership
functions for each input is two. The speed deviation and
derivative of the speed deviation are taken as two inputs to
the controller. The number of parameters to be updated, for
antecedent and consequent parts, is 10 and 18 for CAFNN
and ANFWN, respectively. The details of each system and
simulation results are as follows;

To check the robustness of proposed control system
in more practical scenario and stressed condition, a fourmachine, two-area system is considered. The system model
is shown in Fig. 7. Generators G1 and G2 are in area
1, whereas, generators G3 and G4 are in area 2. The
simulations are carried out taking G2 as swing bus and the
other three generators as PV generator buses. Each generator
is equipped with hydraulic turbine system and DC type 1
excitation system. The PSS on each exciter are disabled and
the whole damping is provided through SSSC, installed at
the middle of the power system. The parameters detail of the
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

Figure 5: Case 1-SMIB nominal loading: (a) Rotor speed
deviation, (b) Load angle, (c) Line power ﬂow

Figure 6: Case II-SMIB heavy loading: (a) Rotor speed
deviation, (b) Load angle, (c) Line power ﬂow

system can be found in [16]. The robustness of ANFWN for
change in fault location and operating condition is tested by
applying a series of faults. A 3-ϕ fault of duration 8-cycles
is applied on line 2, near area 1, at t=1 sec. The fault is
cleared by opening the line at t=1.33 sec. The line is reclosed at t=7 sec. Fig. 8 shows the results for inter-area and
local modes of oscillation for this contingency.
It is clear from Fig. 9 that application of SDC restores the
system stability. ANFWN efﬁciently damps the oscillations
for local and inter-area modes. The simulation results show
that CAFNN being adaptive and intelligent has competent
results. Therefore, different performance indices are used
to analyze the performance more clearly in transient and
steady-state regions. The performance index is the integral
of a function of time and error function of the system
parameter. It can be written generally as,
 ts
f (t, e(t))dt
(25)
Performance Index, P I =

Figure 7: Multi-machine test system

The corresponding results for performance improvement are
given in Table I. The statistics presented in Table 1 show
that the overall percent improvement in case of SMIB heavy
loading and series fault of multi-machine is greater than
improvement in case of SMIB nominal loading and 3-ϕ fault
of multi-machine test system, respectively, which shows that
CAFNN can perform well in relatively simple situations and
when the system is under more stressed condition then its
performance degrades.

0

Where, ts is the simulation time and f (t, e(t)) =
n
tp ( i=1 (| ΔωLi |q + | ΔωLi |p )). L and I represent the
local and inter-area modes of oscillation, respectively. i is
the mode number, p and q are ﬁxed numbers, such that for
IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE, respectively. The second term in
f (t, e(t)) vanishes in case of SMIB test system.

Table I: Performance improvement for ANFWN (%)
Performance Index
ITAE
ITSE
IAE
ISE
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Case-I
45.58
58.25
39.32
52.35

Case-II
50.48
53.41
39.85
45.39

Case-III
8.72
11.07
8.33
9.25
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